
Chambord Henri 595
Modulový keramický jedno-dřez s elegantním výklenkem na přední straně.

Hloubka vaničky 18,5 cm.

EAN: 3537390295664

15 490 Kč
12 802 Kč bez DPH

The ceramic sink Chambord Henri 595 is primarily intended for rustic country kitchens or Provence-
style kitchens. The aesthetically rounded lines of the sink and the elegant recess on the front of the sink
will capture your attention. This unique ceramic sink will look beautiful, for example, when combined with
wood. It can also be installed flush into the countertop.

The  depth  of  the  sink  is  18.5  cm,  which  is  sufficiently  comfortable  for  washing  bulky  pots  and  baking
trays. The sink is designed for modular installation, meaning it is directly mounted on a cabinet. The
Henri  595 sink is also suitable for a kitchen island. Modular sinks are preferably recommended for
installation with non-absorbent countertops. In the case of a solid surface countertop, the sink is installed
underneath it, while for a wooden countertop, we recommend the sink slightly overlapping the surface to
prevent water contact.

Thanks to the fact that ceramics is a non-porous material, its clear advantage is primarily easy
maintenance  and  long-lasting  color  stability.  It  is  temperature-insensitive  and  perfectly  hygienic.
Ceramics is an ideal material for the kitchen.

Key features of the CHAMBORD HENRI kitchen sink

white ceramics, one sink without a draining board
Henri 595 has an extended warranty of 5 years.
The logo of Chambord is displayed inside the sink, see photo.
ideal choice for a rustic country kitchen
sufficiently deep bathtub (18.5 cm)
elegant niche on the front side of the sink



the sink is intended for modular installation
suitable for a cabinet of 60 cm

A ceramic sink is fired in kilns and the glaze is applied by hand, making each piece unique. It is necessary
to take into account a tolerance of +/- 1-1.5 cm in dimensions. We recommend having the sink physically
available for the realization of the kitchen counter.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Release.
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Single sink
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Without orientation
Sink material: Ceramics
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 60 cm
Sink mounting type: Modular
Sink style: Rustic / Retro sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 69101000
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: No
Possibility to drill another hole: No
Warranty: 5 years
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 51.4
The length of the bathtub: 39
Depth of the bathtub: 18.5
Minimum width of the cabinet: 60
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 47
Sink length: 59.5
Sink depth: 22
Sink weight (kg): 23
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 65
Height of the packaging: 28
Depth of the packaging: 57
Weight including packaging (kg): 24



  

 


